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The perfect
balance
of intuition,
performance
and design
Whirlpool has devoted over a
century of research and expertise
to give its consumers more free
time, allowing them to make the
most of it, choosing to do what
really matters to them.
We achieved this by developing
the most intuitive and advanced
tools which understand and
adapt to our consumers’ needs,
providing a seamless user
experience. We simplified tasks
and took the guesswork out to
make sure our consumers always
have the best.
Our state-of-the-art technology
offers advanced performances and
maximum results with minimum
effort; our cutting edge design
perfectly fits and enhances the
style of any home.
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Intuition & Simplicity of use
We at Whirlpool understand the needs of our
customers and know their time is precious so we
have devoted over a century of research to let
them focus on the things that really matter.
This is why our 6th SENSE intuitively detects,
senses, adapts and controls technology
intuitively to always give perfect and effortless
results, creating a unique experience and give
them time to freely live their lives.

Advanced Performances
Whirlpool has devoted over 100 years of
experience to offer the most advanced
technology without compromising on the end
results.
Our 6th SENSE Technology is a powerful promise
of a superior user experience for those who want
to achieve perfection, intuitively.

Leading-edge Design
We at Whirlpool know that our consumers
have an eye for beauty and a desire for a total
coordinated look. We know they want to admire
a simple yet emotional design with premium
finishing touches, everyday.
A look that defines a precise aesthetic code in
their home. That is why we craft every single
detail to define the harmonious and essential
contours of every free standing appliances.
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Discover
the new W Collection
Simply our initial, the quintessence of our unique world. It recalls the idea of class, design, technology to the highest
degree. It can be only Whirlpool. It is designed for those who strive for excellence, through performance. It starts from
the first letter of our name and it is developed around your habits and needs. It learns from you, empowering your
experience and letting you achieve perfection, intuitively.

W7, discover timeless elegance
W7 is a modern range of built-in appliances with pure, essential lines, polished steel, and glass designed to blend
effortlessly with today’s modern interiors. Behind the coordinated contemporary look is a wealth of advanced
technology, intuitive functions and smart solutions.
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Just pick your recipes,
and
make them great every time!
For an innovative and simplified cooking experience. Just choose a dish and the innovative 6th SENSE Technology
does the rest, automatically adjusting time, temperature, and humidity settings to ensure perfect results time after
time. With the 6th SENSE sensors and an exciting choice of exclusive options, consumers can whip up the perfect
meal while enjoying an unparalleled intuitive experience.
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OVENS
Es senti a l d e s i gn m e e t s
gro u ndb re a k i n g te c h no l o g y
The new Whirlpool range of built-in ovens fulﬁls and
even exceeds expectations. With simple controls,
colourful displays, and all the information a busy
chef could need, cooking has never been so simple
and pleasurable. 6 th SENSE Technology automatically
adapts the cooking time, temperature, and humidity,
assisting by sensing the food as it cooks and removing
the guesswork to deliver the desired results time after
time.
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Bake to perfection
with BakeSense technology

Humidity can signiﬁcantly aﬀect how food cooks. With Whirlpool’s BakeSense function the smart sensors monitor the
level of humidity and adjust the settings preventing the water from evaporating and keeping the moisture locked
inside. Avoid the need to continually open the door to baste roasts and save energy whilst ensuring baked goods are
always crunchy on the outside and scrumptiously ﬂuﬀy and moist on the inside. BakeSense works with the assisted
cooking functions to create beautifully baked bread, focaccia, pizza, muﬃns, cookies, and quiches.

BAKE SENSE
6TH SENSE COOKING COMBINATIONS
Bread
Pizza & Focaccia
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Cakes & Pastry
Potatoes

Salty Cakes

OVENS

From starters to desserts,
all at once

The Cook4 function provides a unique level of ﬂexibility that enables consumers to cook up to four dishes at the
same time without mixing any of the ﬂavours or aromas. When activated, the newly designed oven back cavity
and the enhanced motor speed (+50%) provides proper ventilation to cook evenly on four levels and constantly
recirculates the air. The user interface suggests the most suitable shelf for each dish, and helps consumers achieve the
best cooking results, saving time and energy as well.

COOK4 MENU

COOK4 PIZZA

COOK4 TARTS

COOK4 COOKIES

5

Tart

Pizza

Tarts

Cookie s

4

Potatoes

Pizza

Tarts

Cookie s

2

Lasagna

Pizza

Tarts

Cookie s

1

Meat/Poltry/Fish

Pizza

Tarts

Cookie s
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W7 OM4 4BS1 H

60cm Electric oven
Multifunction 8
6th SENSE Technology
Up to 40 6th SENSE Cooking
Combinations
Full Touch control
Cavity 73L
Energy Class A+
Ready2Cook
Cook4

AKP742 IX

60cm Electric oven
Multifunction 8
Knob Touch control
Cavity 65L
Energy Class A
Forced air
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W7 OM5 4 H

BakeSense
Pastry function
Forced Air
Defrost function
Pizza/Bread function
Soft closing door
Electronic Control
Sliding shelves
Starclean Hydrolytic

60cm Electric oven
Multifunction 8
6th SENSE Technology
Up to 40 6th SENSE
Cooking Combinations
Push push knobs
Cavity 73L
Energy Class A+
Ready2Cook

Turbo Grill
Programmable
Electric timer
Smart Clean
Anti-fingerprint coating
Defrost function

60cm Electric oven
Multifunction 8
Knob control
Cavity 65L
Energy Class A

AKP 459/IX

Cook4
Pastry function
Forced Air
Defrost function
Keep warm option
Electronic control
Starclean Hydrolytic

Forced air
Defrost function
Turbo Grill
Manual timer

OVENS

AKP 543 IX

MXA K7F IX

60cm Electric oven
Multifunction 5
Cavity 56L
Energy Class A
Mirror glass door
Convection
Defrost function
Manual Controls
Only pairs with AKT109 NE hob
(controls for the hob on the oven)

90cm Electric Oven
Multifunction 8
Knob Touch control
Cavity 101L
Energy Class B
Easy clean enamel interior
Forced air
Turbo Grill
Digital timer
Motorized Turnspit

COMING
SOON

6TH SENSE FLAME LEVELS
Ideal for gentle cooking (e.g: rice, sauces, roasts,
fish) with liquids (water, wine, broth, milk).
Ideal for stewing (for a long period of time) and
thickening. Creaming pasta.
Ideal for sautéing.

Cooking on a high flame and browning (roast,
steaks, escalopes, fish fillets, fried eggs).

ACMT 6332/IX/1

60cm Freestanding
Gas/Electric oven
4 Burner Gas Top
6 x 6th SENSE flame setting
Cavity 61L
Energy Class A

Multifunction 11
Forced air
Click & clean door
Digital timer
Smart clean function
Pull out storage drawer

Ideal for grilling and browning, starting to cook,
frying deep frozen products.
Ideal for rapidly increasing the temperature of
food to fast boiling in the case of water or rapidly
heating cooking liquids.
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GAS & ELECTRIC
HOBS
Power an d p e r for m a n ce
w i th en d u r i n g s h i n e
Whirlpool gas and electric hobs combine premium
quality materials with cutting-edge technology for
a high-powered cooking experience in a choice of
simple yet striking designs. Innovative new burners
oﬀer instant and accurate temperature control, more
versatile pan supports ensure greater ﬂexibility, and
intuitive controls provide maximum ease of use. With
spotless stainless steel and smooth glass completing
the look, the gas and electric hobs beautifully match
the other appliances in Whirlpool collections.
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Effortless cooking
precision performance

Induction Technology is based on the principal of heating the pan itself, instead of the hob. When a ferrous

metallic pan is placed on the hob, an electromagnetic field passes through the ceramic glass top, heating the pan
instantly and uniformly. Not only do induction hobs save time and energy but they are also extremely safe to use
which is very important in a family environment. The surface is easy to clean thanks to their sheer, flat surface.
Induction hobs are the best alternative to traditional gas or vitroceramic hobs in terms of energy efficiency and
cooking time. Induction technology loses less than 10% of the energy to the surrounding atmosphere and 90% of the
energy is therefore used for the cooking process.
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GAS & ELECTRIC HOBS

Why choose Induction?
Time required for boiling 2L water
9min
10min

52%

4min

65%

Efficiency

90%

Efficiency

Efficiency

Glass Ceramic

Induction

Faster Using Less Energy

14 _
12 _
MINUTES

The beauty of induction cooking is that it
heats the pan, not the hob, so less than 10%
of the energy used is lost to the surrounding
atmosphere: 3 or 4 times less than with gas
cooking. When a magnetic pan is placed
on the hob, an electromagnetic field passes
through the ceramic glass top, heating the
base of the pan instantly. This not only makes
an induction hob far faster than a traditional
hob; it also makes it the most energy-efficient
and cost-effective way of cooking.

Gas

Induction

10 _
08 _

Gas
Traditional
glass ceramic

06 _
04 _
02 _
00 _

Electric

INDUCTION: time required to bring the water from 20ºC to 95ºC

Secure And Easy To Clean
As well as saving time and energy, induction hobs are extremely safe to use. The glass heats up only below the pan, all
the rest of the surface can be touched safely. The residual heat indicator shows which areas are still hot. Ceramic hobs
are easy to clean thanks to their sheer, flat surface.

Ceran Electric
FlexiZone

FlexiZone

With FlexiZone you are able to increase 2 of the 4 cooking zones
to suit the size of your pots.
A separate timer for all zone makes cooking easier allowing you
to set separate cooking times for each plate.
High gloss black finish ensuring a clean long lasting shine.

* Test on electric based on EN 50304-60350 (2009) par. 7.1: ability to heat water
* Test on gas from cooking system lab – procedure similar to normative tests using commercial pots
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GMA 9522 /IX

90cm Stainless steel
5 Gas Burners
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 1 Rapid burner
- 2 Semi-Rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner

GMA 7522/IX

75cm Stainless steel
5 Gas Burner
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 1 Rapid burner
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner

GOA9523 /NB

Total power: 11300W
Ignition type: Knob
Electromagnetic Safety device
Cast iron grids
Frontal Controls

90cm Glass hob
5 Gas Burners
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 1 Rapid burner
- 2 Semi-Rapid burner
- 1 Auxiliary burner

Total power: 11000W
Ignition type: Knob
Cast Iron grids
Frontal Control

60cm Glass
4 Gas Burner
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 2 Rapid burner
- 1 Auxiliary burner

GOA6423/NB

Total power 12300W
Ignition type: Knob
Cast iron grids
Frontal Controls

Total power: 8000W
Ignition type: Knob
Cast iron grids
Frontal control
Frameless

INSTALLATION
BY A CERTIFIED
GAS INSTALLER
GMA6422/IX

60cm Stainless steel
4 Gas Burner
- 1 2 Ring burner
- 2 Semi-rapid burners
- 1 Auxiliary burner
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Total power: 8000W
Ignition type: Knob
Cast iron grids
Frontal Controls

GAS & ELECTRIC HOBS

AKT 8360 LX

77cm Glass
4 electric Cooking zones
2 FlexiZones
1-9 Heat setting
Total power: 6800W

ACM 802/NE

60cm Glass
4 Induction cooking zones
1-9 Heat setting
Total power: 6500W
Residual heat indicator

AKM331/IX

60cm Inox
4 Electric cooking zone
1-6 Heat setting
Total power: 6000W
Power on indicator
Black lateral knob control

AKT 8210 LX

Residual heat indicator Touch
control
Child lock
Stainless steel lateral trim

60cm Glass
4 electric Cooking zones
2 FlexiZones
1-9 Heat setting
Total power: 6300W

Touch Control
Child lock
Frameless
Induction pots/pans
compulsory

60cm Glass
4 Electric cooking zones
1-6 Heat setting
Total power: 6200W

AKM 9010/NE

AKT 109/NE

60cm Glass
4 Electric cooking zone
1-6 Heat setting
Total power: 6200W
Residual heat indicator

Residual heat indicator
Touch control
Child lock
Stainless steel lateral trim

Residual heat indicator
Knob control
Frameless

Only pairs with AKP543 IX
(Controls for the hob on the
oven)
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HOODS
Pure c l e a n a i r
an d c r ys t a l c le a r li g ht
The new Whirlpool range of intelligent cooker hoods
eﬃciently keep kitchen air clean, quietly purifying the
air with an optimum level of performance. Intelligent
lighting creates the ideal ambience for any occasion,
while connectivity enhances the intuitive cooking
experience when cooking and beyond. Designed with
premium materials and minimalist lines, the hoods are
an exquisite ﬁnishing touch to the coordinated design
of any kitchen.
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A stylish way
to refresh kitchen air

AKR 759/1 IX

90cm Wall mounted hood
Maximum extraction rate:
581 (m ³/h)
Maximum noise level 69 dBA
1 x 260W motor

3 x Washable aluminium
Electronic Touch control
Flexible installation
Ducted or Recirculated mode
2 x LED, 5W lamps

Design
Ensure your kitchen always has the
perfect look. The black glass display
panel perfectly matches with the other
appliances in the W collection range.
The touch user interface certainly
emphasizes the hoods supreme design.

LED lighting
Increased energy and cost efficiency.
The LED lighting system lasts 10 times
longer than traditional bulbs and uses
90% less energy.

High efficiency motor
Efficiency first. The 260W motor in this
Whirlpool hood is designed to provide
ideal filtration, while ensuring high
energy efficiency. 4 Speed versatile
performance gives you complete
control over the extraction rate.

Washable Filters
3 Easy to remove and clean washable
aluminium filters complete this 90cm
hood.
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HOODS

WIFG 103 F LE X

AKR 559/3 IX

90cm Wall mounted hood
Maximum extraction rate:
428 (m ³/h)
Maximum noise level 65 dBA
Odour filter
1 x 140W motor

100cm Island hood
Maximum extraction rate:
580 (m ³/h)
Maximum noise level 67 dBA
Odour filter
1 x 250W motor

1 x Washable aluminium filter
Electronic Button control
Flexible installation
Ducted or Recirculated mode
LED lighting

3 x Washable aluminium filter
Mechanical Button control
Flexible installation
Ducted or Recirculated mode
2 LED, 6W lamps

60cm Wall mounted hood
Maximum extraction rate:
428 (m ³/h)
Maximum noise level 65 dBA
Odour filter
1 x 140W motor

AKR 558/3 IX

2 x Washable aluminium filter
Mechanical Button control
Flexible installation
Ducted or Recirculated mode
2 x LED, 6W lamps

DUCTING KITS SOLD
WSLT 65 FAS X

60cm wall mounted shelf hood
Maximum extraction rate:
165 (m ³/h)
Maximum noise level 64 dBA
1 x 80W motor
1 None washable synthetic filter

SEPARATELY
Mechanical Button control
2 Speed setting
Air extraction or Recirculated
1 Halogen, 28W lamp
Grey finish

Enquire with your dealer
for an installer
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M I C R O WAV E
OVENS
Th e i nte l l i g e nt way
to h ea l t hy cook i n g
Modern microwave cooking not only saves time and
energy, but inspires and achieves evenly cooked
healthy dishes full of ﬂavour.
The new Whirlpool built-in microwave ovens with
the power and performance of 6 th SENSE Technology
together with innovative functions provide the
ultimate cooking experience, reducing preparation
time for a vast variety of healthy, tasty meals.
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Cooking combinations technology
in our Built in Microwaves
Whirlpool’s 6th SENSE Cooking Combinations technology provides consumers provides step-by-step assistance.
MySmartDisplay delivers up to 140 dedicated 6th SENSE Cooking Combinations; and SmartDisplay suggests up to
120 of them. Also the AssistedDisplay allows to intuitively match personal lifestyle and diet throughout its up to 60
dedicated 6th SENSE Cooking Combinations. Select food class and weight and 6th SENSE Technology suggests the
best function and automatically chooses the right power level and cooking time for perfect results.

A microwave to match my life
Whirlpool microwaves are programmed with popular Cooking Combinations and instructions to provide inspiration
and assistance. 6th SENSE Cooking Combinations adapts to consumers with quick and intuitive access to speciﬁc
menus for the perfect recipe at the touch of a button.

Right food, right recipe
Whatever their level of expertise microwaving can be an easy, enjoyable, and fast way to achieve excellent results
every time. Whirlpool’s microwave and 6th SENSE Technology intuitively knows how to cook various foods to
perfection for healthy meals that respect their natural texture, nutrients and ﬂavours.
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MICROWAVE OVENS

Keeping the
food healthier, easily
Powered by an algorithm that combines crisping action with forced air convection, the CrispFry
function cooks delicious dishes with a fried texture and taste, but with little or no oil so it is even
heathier to use than a frying pan. The CrispFry functions, up to 18 Cooking Combinations, are perfect
for both frozen and fresh food, such as seafood, meatballs and fresh vegetables.

Out with the frying pan
and on to the crisp plate!
Microwaves from the lower inlet
heat up the special ferrite crisp
plate extremely fast and then the
grill in the top of the microwave
cavity browns the upper part of the
dish while microwaves from the
upper inlet speed up the cooking
process.

Enjoy very quick and extra-crunchy results with Crisp Technology. Food is gorgeously golden brown
and unbeatably crisp from top to bottom with much less time and eﬀort than a conventional oven.
Crisp Technology combines Whirlpool’s 3D patented distribution system, crisp plate, grill element and
rotating turntable for conventional oven results at microwave cooking speed.

W7 MW461

6th SENSE Technology
Crisp Function
Cavity 40L
Forced air
Steam
900W power

Turbo Grill
Full Touch control
Power levels: 7
Assisted cooking
Jet Defrost

W7 MW541

6th SENSE Technology
Crisp Function
Cavity 40L
Steam & Boil
Grill
900W power

Jet Defrost
Touch screen with
push push knobs
Power levels: 7
Assisted cooking
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Supreme Chef

6th SENSE Technology
Confident cooking. With 6 SENSE Technology, your microwave
automatically sets the time, temperature and energy levels during
the cooking process.
th

Dual Steam
Steam two dishes at the same time with DualSteam function. The
perfect tool to easily cook a full healthy meal in no time, without
having to mix the flavours.

Dual Crisp
Enjoy an unbeatable crispness outside and a delicious tenderness
inside, with DualCrisp. An exclusive technology by Whirlpool. Two
microwave emission points to completely enfold food and evenly
cook it including the bottom.
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MWP 339 SB

6th SENSE Technology
Auto Programs: 40
Dual Crisp options: 9
Special Programs: 10
- Dough rising
- Keep warm
- Softening
- Melting
Quartz Grill setting: 3
Power Levels: 7
Auto Clean function
Forced air
Dual Steam
Jet start
Dual Emissions
Clock with Electric timer
Stoppable turntable

COFFEE MACHINE

The taste of a
real Italian Espresso
MySmart TFT 4.5 Colour Display
Prepare coffee or cappuccino with an
extremely intuitive 4.5” touch display
Removable Milk container and
dispensing spout.

Dual Heating Source
The system consists of two boilers,
one for preparing coffee and the second for
steam and heating water or milk
Experience the aroma of a perfect coffee prepared with exceptional skill by our beautifully designed W Collection
coffee machine. The coffee machine is perfectly combined with an entire suite of built-in appliances becoming an
essential element of any kitchen.
Due to its compact size, it can be combined with the warmer drawer to match the occupying W Collection Whirlpool
oven.
You can customize and memorize your preferred setting by choosing between small, medium or large coffee, with
an intense or extra light aroma, boiling or medium temperature, with varying foam to satisfy the different tastes for
your family and friends. The coffee machine comes with an innovative system to heat and directly dispense milk for a
variety of milk-based drinks like Cappuccino and Latte. The machine automatically turns on at the desired time. Just
select the auto start function on the menu and the coffee will be ready at the time set.
All elements of the coffee grinder can be removed and cleaned with ease.

Coffee Machine

W11 CM145

Bean or filter coffee
Milk jug for Cappuccino or latte
Adjustable coffee volume setting
6 Coffee strength setting
Hot water source
2L water reservoir
4.5” TFT Touch control colour display

Warmer Drawer

WD 142 IX

Cavity 20 L
Temperature from 40°C to 80°C
Push push opening
Idea for warming coffee cups
Plate or food warmer
6 Plate setting
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R E F R I G E R AT O R S
& FREEZERS
Freshnes s wi t h ou t
co mp ro m i s e s
Absolute freshness is more than a requirement, it’s our
mission. Excellent food preservation passes through
excellent performances and outstanding design.
The new refrigerators and freezers use the best of
Whirlpool’s technology to store food in a smart and
intuitive way and keep it like no others do. Every detail
is crafted to offer consumers the best possible cooling
experience from any point of view.
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Discover the 6th SENSE
intelligent food preservation
W Collection 4 Doors is inspired to deliver what our consumers want for advanced refrigeration technology,
enhanced space management and premium performance. This new range of large capacity refrigerators feature
intelligent technology to optimize food preservation, keeping food fresh for longer in the most natural way.
W Collection 4 Doors is designed to be elegant and contemporary from every angle, without settling for anything but
excellence. Leading-edge product design is combined with advanced performance, both in the way the product is
crafted in the exterior and the interior. The range is uniquely designed with a slim fit in order to sensitively integrate in
a modern kitchen in harmony with the surrounding furniture.

The intuitive 6th SENSE FreshLock
will automatically detect temperature
variations in order to restore the optimal
environment.
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Within the freezer compartment,
6th SENSE FreezeLock minimises
temperature fluctuations in the freezer.

REFRIGERATORS & FREEZERS

An experience
worth the space in the kitchen
The unique 6th SENSE Technology is at the heart of the new W Collection 4 Doors range: a set of
smart sensors and intuitive functionalities that create the optimal environment for food preservation.
W Collection 4 Doors, thanks to 6th SENSE Technology and its advanced preservation features, helps
consumers to organise food according to personal needs, always guaranteeing the best conservative
conditions.

*

*

CHOOSE AND SET
THE DESIRED TEMPERATURE

SOFT FREEZE

Avoid defrosting of frozen
food that will be eaten
within a week (max 1 week)

MILD FREEZE

Keep ice-cream and desserts
ready to serve (1-2 months)

DEEP FREEZE

Preserve nutritional value
of food for longer (max 12
months)

* TWO PULL-OUT FREEZER TRAYS
Thanks to the two pull-out freezer trays, it's easier and safer to access
all the smaller and more delicate items: smart storing to eat fresher and
nutritious food. The two pull-out trays are located at the top of the freezer.
They are very easy to access to freeze or store leftovers and smaller items.
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WQ9 B1L M

4 Door side-by-side
Total No Frost
Energy class A+
Cavity 591L
- 384L Fridge
- 207L Freezer
6th SENSE Freshlock
Multiflow system
LED light
Fast Cooling
6th SENSE Freezelock
Fast Freezing
FlexiFreeze
- Soft Freeze -7°C
- Mild Freeze - 12°C
- Deep Freeze - 18°C
ZenTechnology
Noise level: 37 dBA
Digital display
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REFRIGERATORS & FREEZERS

Grand side-by-side
more space for food preservation
With its two dedicated doors, one for the refrigerator and one for the freezer, the new Grand Side
by Side is the perfect ally for easily storing and freezing food. The advanced 6th SENSE Technology
allows a smart control of the levels of temperature and humidity, automatically resetting them as it
needs, for a longer and healthier conservation of food. In addition to this, the internal capacity has
been increased guaranteeing 620 litres of manageable space, in order to improve both capacity and
ergonomics, for a better experience of food conservation.
FreshControl has innovative sensors
which guarantee a constant temperature
and optimal humidity regulation inside
the fridge. Food stays fresh for longer and
preserves its taste and colour.

FreezeControl reduces temperature
fluctuations in the freezer to the
minimum, thanks to a special
algorithm of the compressor. Freezer
burns are reduced by up to 50%1 and
food preserves more of its original
quality and colour

1
Based on results of SLG Prüf- und Zertifizierungs GmbH, an independent institute, comparing a Whirlpool fridge-freezer with Freeze Control technology to a Whirlpool fridge-freezer without
Freeze Control technology.
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The new Grand Side by Side features single door
refrigerator flanked by the new vertical freezer
reaching a greater net capacity of 623 litres, the
equivalent of 23 shopping bags2: a lot of space for
better and longer storage. The practical shelf dividers,
available both for the refrigerator and freezer, help
consumers to freely organize and store their food.

WHEELS
The practical wheels allow the consumer to easily
set up and move the appliance without the risk of
scratching the floor.
EASY HINGES ADJUSTMENT
The renewed adjustable hinges allow the door to
adhere perfectly to the refrigerator, to open and
close smoothly and to match perfectly with the rest
of the appliance.
OUTSTANDING ALIGNMENT
The new Grand Side by Side can be easily placed
side-to-wall thanks to the 0cm gap between the
new doors, only 45 mm thick, and the wall. Also, the
flaps and drawers can be all easily removed so it is
easy to place and remove food from the fridge.
SEAMLESS AESTHETICS
The 0cm gap between the product and the furniture
inside the kitchen makes an outstanding alignment.
Moreover, the new Grand Side by Side is designed
to have 0cm gap between the fridge and freezer
compartments.

2
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Based on soft shopping bag 30X39 cm.

REFRIGERATORS & FREEZERS

UW8 F1C XB N

60cm Freestanding Freezer
6th SENSE Technology
- Temperature control
- Freeze control
No Frost
Cavity 259L
Electronic control
Fast Freezing
Noise level: 41 dBA
Energy class A+
LED strip lighting
Reversible Door

SW8 AM1Q X 1

60cm Freestanding Fridge
6th SENSE Freshcontrol
- Temperature control
- Humidity control
No Frost
Cavity 364L
Multiflow system
Fast Cooling
Noise level: 38 dBA
Energy class A+
LED bulb lighting
Reversible Door

NoFrost technology prevents the
formation of ice in the freezer.
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ART 9811/A++SF

60cm Integrated combi Fridge
& Freezer
6th SENSE Fresh control
Technology
Humidity control
Cavity 308L net
- 228L fridge
- 80L freezer
Energy Class A++
LED digital display
Fast cooling option
StopFrost system
3 Freezer drawers

ART 6510/A+F

60cm Integrated combi Fridge
& Freezer
Cavity 275L net
- 195L fridge
- 80L freezer
Energy Class A+
Mechanical display
Internal light
StopFrost system
3 Freezer drawers

StopFrost The StopFrost device collects frost. The StopFrost tray is situated at the top of the freezer.
Remove this device monthly and run device under running tap. Freeing your freezer from frost has
never been as easy.
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REFRIGERATORS & FREEZERS

6TH SENSE FRESH CONTROL
Whirlpool’s unique 6TH SENSE Fresh Control technology
controls temperature and humidity to maintain the best
conditions for long-lasting food freshness, up to 4 times
longer1.

NOFROST TECHNOLOGY
NoFrost technology prevents the formation of ice in the
freezer.

STOPFROST
The StopFrost device collects frost and defrosting takes
just 1 minute by cleaning the device under the tap.
Freeing your freezer from frost has never been so easy.

BLACKOUT ALERT
Automatically checks the temperature when the
electricity supply is restored after a power cut. A LED
blinks when the temperature has
risen above –8° in the freezer.

VACATION MODE

TEMPERED GLASS SHELVES

A simple function that allows the fridge to be switched
off while the freezer stays on, saving energy while
you are away without the inconvenience of emptying
and switching off the appliance completely.

Extra strong glass shelves, easily removed for cleaning
and quickly adjusted to different heights.

BOTTLE BALCONY
Up to 2L capacity storage for bottles in an
extra-large, rounded, transparent door shelf,
which is easily adjustable and removable.

BOTTLE RACK
Metal-finished rack for storage of wine bottles, can
be inserted in place of an ordinary flat glass shelf.

100% CFC & HCF FREE
In accordance with the companies policy of
environmental friendliness, all whirlpool cooling
appliances are completely CFC-free and HFC-free

1

Compared to Whirlpool Supreme NoFrost refrigerator. Freshness has been calculated as an
average taking into account variation of food colour, pH and weight loss measured over a period
of time. Time guidelines may vary depending on original food quality Always respect expiry dates
where stated.
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D I S H WA S H E R S
A c l eane r i d e a of
di s h wa s h i n g
Bright ideas for brighter dishes. This is what makes
our dishwashers range unique and inimitable. We
provide consumers with smart, resources-efficient
product with a sleek and ergonomic design, ensuring
outstanding performances wash after wash. Wastes of
water and energy are drastically reduced while dishes
are always perfectly clean.

40
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SupremeClean, the cleaning and
drying solution in just one hour1
The new 6th SENSE Technology detects and monitors the level of soil thanks to the smart sensors
and adapts the cycle parameters and programme settings accordingly. Consumers will always get
perfectly clean dishes with no effort and with up to 50% savings on water and time.2

A PRECISE IDEA OF CLEANING
The PowerCleanPro technology ensures perfectly
clean dishes without pre-washing, even with
burned-on food. Furthermore the new side supports
that define the PowerClean zone offer 30% extra
space for improved space management.

1 HOUR WASH&DRY PROGRAMME
No need to towel-dry all the clean glasses thanks to the
new PowerDry technology, which, in only one hour, allows
our consumers to transfer their tableware straight from the
dishwasher to the table. No steam rings or watermarks on
plastic items and everything will be perfectly dry.3

14
UP TO 14 PLACE SETTINGS FOR EXTRA SPACE
The new Whirlpool dishwasher can accomodate
up to 14 place settings thanks to the modular third
rack that ensures great flexibility with every loading
combination.

Using the 1 hour Wash&Dry programme. Based on internal test results (status October 2013). The PowerClean function can not be used with the 1 hour Wash&Dry programme.
Based on internal testing. Percentage calculated between the minimum and maximum water and time consumption of the 6th SENSE programme.
3
Using the 1 hour Wash&Dry programme. Based on internal test results (status October 2013). The PowerClean function can not be used with the 1 hour Wash&Dry programme.

1
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2

DISHWASHERS

Pot holders on the lower rack help stabilise pans during the PowerClean operation

Single rack washing option. With multizone you can choose single rack option allowing you to wash
a small number of dishes without having to wait to fill your dishwasher. Enjoy perfect results and low
water consumption.

Whirlpool PowerDry ensures maximum rapidity and efficiency while cleaning all kitchen items,
and it reaches EnergySaving A+++.

9.5l

Perfect cleaning with just 9.5 litres of water. The new Whirlpool dishwashers use just 9.5 litres
of water per cycle, delivering always impeccable cleaning results.4

TELESCOPIC GUIDES
The telescopic guides offer easy extraction of the upper
rack and allow easy loading and unloading of dishes
with total stability.
LIFT-UP SYSTEM
The lift-up system, available for all products in the
range, means the upper rack can be lifted or lowered by
3.5. In this way, the internal space of the dishwasher can
be easily adjusted to make room for larger items in the
bottom basket.
LOWER BASKET WITH FOLDABLE TINES
To suit all demands, the lower basket features foldable
tines to accommodate small and medium sized dishes,
and other kitchen items. It can perfectly accommodate
pots and plates.

4

WATER STOP

SAFETY SENSOR

In the event of sudden changes of water
pressure or a feed pipe breakage, the Water
Stop system immediately cuts off the input of
water by closing the tap so that the machine
switches off.

Whirlpool dishwashers feature technologically
advanced systems: the new Safety Sensor
intervenes in case of foaming or a blocked filter.
It modulates the motor’s speed and the water
supply to solve the issue without interrupting the
wash cycle.

On selected models.
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WFO 3T133 DF X SA

Energy Class A+++
14 Place Setting
11 programs
6th SENSE Technology
Noise level: 43 dBA
9.5L per cycle
PowerDry
PowerCleanPro
1 hour wash & Dry

Start delay 1-24 hours
Multizone
Electronic control
Sanitizing
Clean tub program
Turbo option
Third rack

9.5l
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WFC 3C26 PF X SA

Energy Class A++
14 Place Setting
8 programs
6th SENSE Technology
Noise level: 46 dBA
9.5L per cycle
PowerCleanPro
Third rack

14

Start delay 1-24 hours
Multizone
Electronic control

9.5l

DISHWASHERS

WFE 2B19 X SA

Energy Class A+
13 Place Setting
5 programs
Noise level: 49 dBA
12L per cycle
Start delay 2-4-8 hours
Half Load
Manual control
Cutlery Basket

WIC 3C26 PF SA

Energy Class A++
14 Place Setting
8 programs
6th SENSE Technology
Noise level: 46 dBA
9.5L per cycle
PowerCleanPro
Third rack

14

Start delay 1-24 hours
Multizone
Electronic control
Integrated

9.5l
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WA S H E R S &
DRYERS
To tal g ar m e nt c a re
Preserving garments in their original conditions
while saving their colours, shapes and fibres is a
must for a high level washing machine. Our constant
commitment not only helps our consumers to protect
what they care for the most, but also gives them the
freedom and the relief of a new experience of doing
laundry.
This is obtained thanks to our machines’ revolutionary
technologies, that ensure the best performances, with
no noise, waste or stress. Doing laundry has never
been so smart.
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SupremeCare, a new era of
garments care
SupremeCare is a new beginning for washing appliances. The design is sleek and the washing results
are outstanding. SupremeCare is equipped with the very best of 6th SENSE Technology to treat each
garment properly and with extreme care. 6th SENSE Technology is perfect to satisfy the unmet needs
of our consumers, make their work easier and let them do something they couldn’t before: doing
laundry at night is just an example of the endless possibilities that SupremeCare offers to free up their
precious time.

The revolutionary ZenTechnology always
guarantees silent washing. The washer
is equipped with the quietest motor on
the market: the belt-less motor is directly
connected to the drum to reduce noise,
to set and adapt the drum movement to
each fabric type and to ensure greater
reliability. Less vibrations means less
noise, allowing consumers to do their
laundry at night without being disturbed.

Compared to a traditional Whirlpool washer without PrecisionDoseTM technology, at 4 Kg load per cycle with high concentrated detergent and medium level of dirt, considering an average
family of four people.
2
With a 5 Kg load.
1
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SoftMove 6th SENSE Technology treats
the fabrics with extra care, without
compromising on cleaning results and
making the clothes appear new for longer
while keeping colours bright. The drum’s
smart sensors analyse the load and adjust
energy consumption accordingly, to save
more water, energy and time.

WASHERS & DRYERS

Keep laundry fresh, even hours
after the cycle has finished
COLOURS 150 AND WAVE MOTION TECHNOLOGY.
Always bright colours and maximum respect for fibres with excellent washing results even in
cold water. The combination of the special Colours 150 option with the revolutionary 6th SENSE
Colours technology and Wave Motion maximises the effectiveness of the detergent also at very low
temperatures. The Wave Motion technology, thanks to the asymmetric movements of the drum, keeps
the fibres more relaxed and ensures an homogeneous distribution of the garments inside the drum,
allowing a complete absorption of the detergent. This allows to reduce the temperature of the wash
to 150 while ensuring the same performance of a 400 C wash: an innovative system that is highly
reliable and guarantees the best way to take care of colours and fabrics. Furthermore, this exclusive
and synergic action guarantees up to 60% energy saving compared to a washing cycle at 400.

FRESCHCARE+
FreshCare+ treatment leaves truly fresher clothes and peace of mind - even hours after the end
of the cycle. FreshCare+ treatment inhibits the proliferation of the main bad odor sources (inside
the washing machine) up to 6 hours after the washing ends. Not compatible with programmes
designed for delicate garments and duvets.

Saving up to 12 litres1 of detergent per year by using only the right amount. With SupremeCare
it is possible to optimise the rinse performance and save up to 12 litres of detergent per year. This
is possible thanks to PrecisionDose: the 6th SENSE Technology dispenses the right amount of
detergent and softener according to load type and size, level of soil, water hardness and detergent
concentration. Doing the laundry becomes easier for everybody since the right dosage of detergent,
stored in the designated bulk dispenser, can last for up to 20 washing cycles.2
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FSCR 90426

9Kg Front loader
Energy Class A+++
6th SENSE Technology
Water consumption: 57L
ZenTechnology Direct Drive
SoftMove
FreshCare
Maximum Spin Speed: 1400rpm

FWDG96148SBS ZA

9/6 Washer Dryer combo
9Kg Wet volume
6Kg dry volume
FreshCare
Cavity 58L
Colour 15°
Maximum Spin Speed: 1200 rpm
Variable Spin Speed
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Colour 15 °
Rapid option
Delicate option
Hot finish
Delay start
Dosage recommendation
10 programs

Variable Dry option
1 Kg Wash & Dry 45’ program
2 Kg Wash & Dry 90’ program
Sensor invertor motor
SoftMove drum motion
Rapid option
Delicate option

FWG 812 84 SBS EG

8Kg Front loader
Energy Class A+++
6th SENSE Technology
Water consumption: 55L
Sensor Invertor Motor
SoftMove
FreshCare+
Maximum Spin Speed: 1200 rpm

Colour 15 °
Rapid option
Delicate option
14 programs
3 Rinse levels option
3 Soiling levels options

Please remember to
remove transportation
bolts at the back

WASHERS & DRYERS

WTL 1600 SL

16 Kg Top loader
Energy Class A
Maximum Spin Speed: 660rpm
Start Delay 1-24 h
6 programs
8 Water levels
Ultrasonic Wash Technology
Program progress indicators
Drum Capacity: 110L

3LWTW4815FW

10.5 Top loader
6th SENSE
12 programs
3 Soil level selector
Progress indicator
Wash Temperature selector
Ex Rinse option
Deep fill option

Wash noise: 60 dBA
Spin Noise: 70 dBA
Stainless Steel drum
Electronic control
Intensive rinse option
Variable Spin speed

Clean washer program
Wash noise: 55 dBA
Spin noise: 70 dBA
Water consumption annual:
15000
Maximum Spin speed: 660 rpm

Full warranty given for semi commercial users.
See manual for guidance.

WTL 1300 SL

13 Kg Top loader
Energy Class A
Maximum Spin Speed: 680rpm
Start Delay 1-24 h
6 programs
8 Water levels
Ultrasonic Wash Technology
Program progress indicators
Electronic control

3LWED4830FW

10.5 Vented Dryer
3 Temperature setting
Fluff air Dry option
Timed Dry : up to 90 min
Automatic Dry option
Winkle shield – anti crease

Wash noise: 60dBA
Spin Noise: 70 dBA
Stainless Steel drum
Intensive rinse option
Variable Spin speed

Easy to reach top lint filter
Drop down door
Dryer noise level: 70 dBA

Full warranty given for semi commercial users.
See manual for guidance.
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Bulky items evenly dried
with 6th SENSE 3Dry Technology1
From now on, homogeneous and precise drying even on bulky items: the combination of 6th SENSE
and the dedicated airflow powered by 3Dry Technology, provides a more gentle heat distribution
inside the drum. 6th SENSE combines information from 3 physical sensors and intelligently detects
humidity and dryness levels of the load adapting the drying cycle automatically.

From today, uniform drying of bulky
items such as bed linen2 is guaranteed
thanks to the combination of 6th SENSE
and the dedicated airflow powered by
3Dry Technology. At the same time, this
technology enables the cycle to stop
only when the whole load is thoroughly
dried, avoiding any waste of energy and
time.
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1
2

With big items cycle.
With big items cycle.

WASHERS & DRYERS

COMING
SOON

DSCX 90122
9Kg Condenser Dryer
6th SENSE drying
Easy iron option
10 programs
Rapid dry option

Gentle dry option
Bell option
Steam Refresh
Dry time: up to 3h
Clean filter indicators
Water tub fill indicator

FT CM10 8BS SA

8Kg Condenser Dryer
FreshCare+
Easy iron options
15 programs
Rapid dry option

Bell option
Adjustable time dry option
5L water bottle
Delay start

SoftMove provides tailored movements
for your clothes improving drying
uniformity. The drum rotates in both
directions, allowing a better distribution
of the clothes. The fibers are more
relaxed, the circulation of airflow is better
and moisture evaporates completely.

FreshCare+ is the solution to keep garments fresh and relaxed inside the drum as if they were just
dried, for up to 6 hours after the cycle ends6. FreshCare+ keeps the ideal temperature condition inside
the drum, whilst the delicate tumbling action reduces creasing. Consumers can unload the dryer at
their convenience.

PROTECT WOOLEN GARMENTS
The wool cycle respects the beauty of the finest woolen sweaters. It gently dries garments labeled
“hand wash”. Thanks to the SenseInverter Motor, the clothes cling to the side of drum, so their
fibres are protected and chafing and felting are minimised. The cycle is endorsed by the Woolmark
Company. After being tested, the cycle obtained the Woolmark Blue certification.
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OVEN • HELP ME CHOOSE
FEATURES

Colour

W7 0M4 4BS1 H

W7 OM5 4 H

AKP 742 IX

Inox

Inox

Inox

Protruding

Protruding

Protruding

•

Anti-fingerprint coating
Handle type

•

•

•

Door

Triple

Triple

Double

Controls

Knob & Button

Digital display (timer)

Touch

Knob & touch

Electronic temperature control

•

•

Wire rack

1

1

1

Baking tray

1

1

1

Fat pan

1

1

Telescopic rails

•

Oven Light

•

•

•

Clean assistance

Hydrolytic

Hydrolytic

SmartClean

Weight (net - kg)

40,5

40,5

34

Energy efficiency class

A+

A+

A+

Energy consumption (kWH)

0,91

0,91

0,85

220-240

220-240

220-240

73L

73 L

65 L

Large

Large

Medium

6th SENSE Technology

•

•

Assisted Chef Program recipes

•

•

Electric

Electric

Electric

Voltage (volts)
Usable oven cavity (litres)
Oven size
FUNCTIONS

Cooking type
Forced air

•

•

•

Turbo Grill

•

•

•

Turbo fan

•

convection

•

•

Fast pre-heating

•

•

conventional cooking

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Maxi-cooking
Grill

•

Bottom heat
Top heat
•

Defrost

•

•

•

Keep warm
Pizza/Bread

•

Cook 3

•

•

Cook 4

•

•

Ready2Cook

•

•

690x630x650

690x630x650

Turnspit
DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

690x630x650

Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

595x595x564

595x595x564

595x595x564

Cut-out Dimensions1 (HXWXD) mm

600x560x550

600x560x550

583+2x560x550

W7 MW461

W7 MW541

Twin Partner

1
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Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.

OVEN • HELP ME CHOOSE
AKP 459/IX

AKP 543 IX

MXA K7F IX

ACMT 6332/IX/1

Inox

Inox

Inox

Inox

Protruding

Protruding

Protruding

Protruding

Manual

Manual

•

•

Double

Double

Triple

Double

Knobs

Knobs

Knob & Button

Knob & Button

2

1

•
1
1

1
1

•

•

•

•

N/A

N/A

N/A

SmartClean

34

34
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A

A

B

A

0,87

0,75

1,16

0,99

220-240

230?

220-240

220-230

65 L

56 L

101 L

61 L

Medium

Medium

Large

Medium
•
Flame levels

Electric

Electric

Electric

•

•

•
•

Electric/Gas
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
690x630x650

1

690x630x650

675x930x665

950x660x680

595x595x564

595x595x564

595x896x565

850x600x600

600x560x550

600x560x550

590x870x550

N/A

Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.
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GAS HOBS • HELP ME CHOOSE
FEATURES

GOA 9523/NB

GMA 9522/IX

GMA 7522/IX

Cooking type

Glass

Metal

Metal

Colour

Black

Inox

Inox

5

5

5

1x4800W

1x4000W

1x3700W

Number of burners
2 Ring burner
Rapid burner

1x1000W

1x3000W

1x3000W

1x1750W + 1x3000W

2x1650W

2x1650W

Auxiliary burner

1x1750W

1x1650W

1x1000W

Gas power (watts)

12300W

11300W

11000W

•

•

•

Front

Front

Front

Semi-rapid burner

Flame failure safety system
Controls
Knob ignition

•

•

•

Pan supports

Cast iron

Cast iron

Cast iron

Weight (gross - Kg)

20,2

19,9

15,3

Weight (net - Kg)

17,6

17,8

14,2

220-240V

220-240V

220-240V

Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

192x960x612

190x950x600

181x810x560

Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

49x860x510

41x860x510

47x730x510

41x840x480-490

41x840x490

40x560x480

GOA 6423/NB

GMA6422/IX

Cooking type

Glass

Metal

Colour

Black

Inox

Voltage
DIMENSIONS

Cut-out Dimensions1 (HXWXD) mm
FEATURES

4

4

2 Ring burner

Number of burners

1x3500W

1x3500W

Rapid burner

2x1750W

Semi-rapid burner
Auxiliary burner
Gas power (watts)
Flame failure safety system
Controls

2x1650W
1x1000W

1x1000W

8000W

7800W

•

•

Front

Front

Knob ignition

•

•

Pan supports

Cast iron

Cast iron

Weight (gross - Kg)

13,7

11,3

Weight (net - Kg)

12,5

10,5

Voltage

230V

230V

Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

180x670x600

181x666x571

Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

49x590x510

47x590x510

41x560x480-490

40x560x480

DIMENSIONS

Cut-out Dimensions1 (HXWXD) mm

1
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Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.

ELECTRIC HOBS • HELP ME CHOOSE
FEATURES

AKT 8360 LX

AKT 8210 LX

Glass
Black
Frameless
4
•
Induction
Front
•
•
6500W
N/A
9

Glass
Black
Lateral
4
•
Radiant
Front
•
•
6300W
2
9
N/A
•
10
8,5
230V

Cooking type
Colour
Frame
Plates/zones
Touch control
Element
Controls
Power on indicator
Residual heat indicators
Total power (watts)
Dual/flexi zones
Heat setting
Booster
Child lock
Weight (gross - Kg)
Weight (net - Kg)
Voltage
DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Cut-out Dimensions1 (HXWXD) mm

13,5
12,5
230V

Glass
Black
Lateral
4
•
Radiant
Front
•
•
6800W
2
9
N/A
•
13,5
12
230V

110x675x605
56x580x510
52x560x490

140x860x605
46x770x510
42x750x490

140x670x600
46x580x510
42x560x490

FEATURES

AKM 9010/NE

AKT 109 NE

AKM331/IX

Glass
Black
Frameless
4

Glass
Black
Frameless
4

Metal
Inox

Radiant
Lateral

Radiant
External

•
6200W
N/A
6
N/A
N/A
9,5
8
230V

6200W
N/A
6
N/A
N/A
9
8
230V

Solid
Lateral
•
•
6000W
N/A
6
N/A
N/A
9,9
9,5
230V

140x670x600
46x580x510
42x560x490

140x680x600
49x580x510
38x560x490

130x670x595
40x580x510
20x558x490

Cooking type
Colour
Frame
Plates/zones
Touch control
Element
Controls
Power on indicator
Residual heat indicators
Total power (watts)
Dual/flexi zones
Heat setting
Booster
Child lock
Weight (gross - Kg)
Weight (net - Kg)
Voltage
DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Cut-out Dimensions1 (HXWXD) mm

1

ACM 802/NE

4

Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.
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MICROWAVE OVENS • HELP ME CHOOSE
FEATURES

Type
Colour
Anti-fingerprint coating
Handle type
3D Emmission system
Controls
Capacity (litres)
Turntable diameter (cm)
Power output - microwave (watts)
Power output - grill (watts)
Power levels
Door opening
Clock display
Child lock
Interior light
Crisp plate - patented technology
Crisp handle - patented technology
Steamer
Plate cover
Grill grid (high rack)
Forced-air grid (low rack)
Weight (gross - Kg)
Weight (net - Kg)
Voltage
FUNCTIONS
6th SENSE Technology
6th SENSE Crisp
6th SENSE Reheat
6th SENSE Steam
6th SENSE Defrost
Assisted Mode
Automatic recipes
Favorites
Jet Start
Jet Defrost
Jet Crisp
Steam
Defrost
Crisp
Crispy bread defrost
Microwave
Grill
Grill combi
Turbo Grill
Stoppable turntable
Forced air
Forced air combi
Quick heat
Keep warm
DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Cut-out Dimensions1 (HXWXD) mm
Twin Partner

1
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Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.

W7 MW461

W7 MW541

MWP 339 SB

Built-in
Stainless Steel

Built-in
Stainless Steel

Freestanding
Stainless Steel

Protruding
•
Touch
40 L
40
900W
1600W
7
Drop down
•

Protruding
•
Knob & touch
40 L
40
900W
1600W
7
Drop down
•

Protruding
•
Knob & touch
33 L
36
900W
1200W
7
Drop down
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
Dual

•
33,4
29,7
230

•
33,4
29,7
230

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

561x669x685
455x595x560
450x556x550
W7 OM4 4BS1 H

27,45
220-230

561x669x685
455x595x560
450x556x550
W7 0M5 4 H

443x566x591
373x490x540
n/a

HOODS • HELP ME CHOOSE
FEATURES

AKR 759/1 IX

AKR 559/3 IX

Inox & glass
3
Electronic
580

Inox
3
Button
433
321

2 LED
1
1
150
650
500

Inox
4
Touch
650
356
704
356
72
73
2
3
1
150
600
500

Colour
Speed setting
Control type
Maximum extraction rate (m³/h)
Maximum filtration rate (m³/h)
Maximum boost extraction rate (m³/h)
Maximum boost filtration rate (m³/h)
Maximum extraction noise (dBA)
Maximum filtration noise (dBA)
Lamps (H-Halogen)
Number of grease filters
Number of odour filters
Outlet diameter (mm)
Minumun height above gas hob (mm)
Minumum height above electric hob
(mm)
Total power (watts)
Weight (gross - Kg)
Weight (net - Kg)
Voltage
DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

250W
34
27
220-240V

250W
23,6
19,3
220-240V

120W
23,3
18,3
220-240V

790x1065x425
1010x998x698

572x945x375
619+60x898x450

576x945x374
1152+60x898x450

FEATURES

AKR 558/3 IX

WSLT 65 FAS X

Inox
3
Button
433
321

Grey finish
2
Mechanical slider
165
165

61
62
2
2
2
150
650
500

64

Colour
Speed setting
Control type
Maximum extraction rate (m³/h)
Maximum filtration rate (m³/h)
Maximum boost extraction rate (m³/h)
Maximum boost filtration rate (m³/h)
Maximum extraction noise (dBA)
Maximum filtration noise (dBA)
Lamps (H-Halogen)
Number of grease filters
Number of odour filters
Outlet diameter (mm)
Minumun height above gas hob (mm)
Minumum height above electric hob
(mm)
Total power (watts)
Weight (gross - Kg)
Weight (net - Kg)
Voltage
6th SENSE Technology
DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
1

WIFG 103 F LE X

680
67

61
62
2
3
3
150
650
500

1
1 Non washable
125

120W
15,04
11,9
220-240V

80W
5,25
4,6
220-240V

600x645x375
1090+60x598x450

100x630x526
77x598x470

Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.
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REFRIGERATORS & FREEZERS • HELP ME CHOOSE
FEATURES

WQ9 B1L M

UW8 F1C XB N

SW8 AM1Q X 1

4 Door

Full Freezer

Full Fridge

Total net unit capacity (litres)

591

259

364

Fridge net capacity (litres)

384

Freezer net capacity (litres)

207

259

Colour

Inox

Inox

Inox

Type

364

•

Electronic control

Electronic control

Gradual

LED strip

LED bulb

Energy efficiency class

A+

A+

A+

Freezer capacity - kg/24 hours

10

26

-

Led/touch control display
Interior light

Noise level dBa

37

41

38

Weight (gross - Kg)

131

71

64

Weight (net - Kg)

118

69

62

Voltage

220-240V

220-240V

220-240V

Climatic class

SN-N-ST-T

SN-T

SN-T

485

313

145

-

Reversible

Reversible

Energy consumption - kW/year
Door hinge
Fridge:
Door open indicator

•

•

•

Number of Fridge drawers

2

N/A

2

Aqua tank in-door

N/A

N/A

3L

Number of shelves

3

N/A

6

Number of balconies

6

N/A

6

Door open indicator

•

•

•

Ice cube tray

•

•

N/A

4

5 Drawer 2 flips

-

•

•

•

Freezer:

•

Thaw water drainage
Number of freezer drawers
FUNCTIONS
6th SENSE

•

Black out alarm
Temperature alarm

•

Vacation mode

•

•

•

Fridge:
Fresh control

•

N/A

•

Humidity control

•

N/A

•

Multi-flow system

•

N/A

•

Fast cooling

•

N/A

•

Freezer:

N/A

Freeze control

•

•

N/A

Fast Freezing

•

•

N/A

No frost system

•

•

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

1976X987X768

1940X640X725

1940X640X725

Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

1874x909x698

1875x595x630

1875x595x630

N/A

N/A

N/A

Stop frost system
DIMENSIONS

Cut-out Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
1

1
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Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.

REFRIGERATORS & FREEZERS • HELP ME CHOOSE
FEATURES

Type

ART 9811/A++ SF

ART 6510/A+ SF

Bottom Freezer

Bottom Freezer

Total net unit capacity (litres)

308

275

Fridge net capacity (litres)

228

195

Freezer net capacity (litres)

80

80

Inox

Inox

Colour
Led/touch control display

•
LED strip

•

Energy efficiency class

A++

A+

Freezer capacity - kg/24 hours

3,5

3,5

Noise level dBa

35

35

Weight (gross - Kg)

57

52,2

55,2

50,6

Interior light

Weight (net - Kg)

220-240V

220-240V

Climatic class

Voltage

SN-T

SN-T

Energy consumption - kW/year

247

299

Reversible

Reversible

Door hinge
Fridge:
Door open indicator
Number of Fridge drawers
Aqua tank in-door

1

1

N/A

N/A

Number of shelves

5

5

Number of balconies

4

3

Freezer:
Door open indicator
•

Ice cube tray
Thaw water drainage

•

•

Number of freezer drawers

3

3

FUNCTIONS
6th SENSE

•

Black out alarm

N/A

N/A

Temperature alarm

N/A

N/A

Vacation mode

N/A

N/A

•

N/A

Fridge:
Fresh control
Humidity control

•

N/A

Multi-flow system

N/A

N/A

Fast cooling
Freezer:
•

Freeze control
Fast Freezing
No frost system
Stop frost system

N/A

N/A

•

•

DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

2000x580x608

1840x580x608

Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

1935x540x550

1770x540x550

Cut-out Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

1940x560x560

1776x560x565

1

1

Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.
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DISHWASHERS • HELP ME CHOOSE
FEATURES

WFO 3T133 DF X SA

WFC 3C26 PF X SA

WFE 2B19 X SA

WIC 3C26 PF SA

Inox

Inox

Inox

Inox

14

14

13

14

Colour
Place settings
Water consumption (litres)

9,5

9,5

12

9,5

Energy consumption (kW/annum

237

265

296

265

Energy Class

A+++

A++

A+

A++

Control type

Electronic

Electronic

Button

Electronic

49

46

Noise level (dBA)

43

46

Progress indicator

•

•

Delay indicator

•

•

•

•

Tablet indicator

•

•

•

•

Salt indicator

•

•

•

•

Rinse aid indicator

•

•

•

•

•

•

Half load

•

Adjustable upper rack

•

•

•

•

Removable upper rack

•

•

•

•

Third rack

•

•

Wine glass holder

•

•

•

•

Water protection system

•

•

•

•

Closed water tap alarm

•

•

•

•

49

49

44,9

37,5

•

Eco programme indicator
Multi-zone indicator
Keyboard lock indicator

•

Cutlery basket

Weight (gross - Kg)
Weight (net - Kg)
Voltage

•

47

47

43,1

35,5

220-240

220-240

220-240

220-240

5

8

FUNCTIONS
6th SENSE Technology
Number of programmes

•

•

11

8

•

Power Dry

•

PowerCleanPRO

•

•

Pre-wash (cold)

•

•

•

•

1 hour wash & dry

•
24 h

24 h

2-4-8 h

24 h

Silent

•

•

Multi zone

•

•

Start delay

•

•
•
•

Half load
Antibacterial option

•

Hygenic+

•

Intensive 65 °C

•

•

•

•

Express

•

•

•

•

Eco 50 °C

•

•

•

•

Glass 45°C

•

•

Turbo

•

Prewash

•

•

•

•

Daily 50°C

•

•

•

•

•
•

DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

910x625x675

910x625x675

910x625x675

910x625x675

Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

850x600x600

850x600x600

850x600x600

820x598x675

1
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Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.

WASHERS & DRYERS • HELP ME CHOOSE
FEATURES

Capacity (kg)
Spin speed (rpm)
Colour
Washing Class
Estimated water consumption /year
(litres)
Energy consumption (kWh/per annum)
Energy performance
Washing performance
Spin drying performance
Motor type
Digital countdown indicator
Door ready indicator
Service indicator
Filter clogged indicator
Water tap closed indicator
Keyboard child lock
Foam control
Balance control
Weight (gross - Kg)
Weight (nett - Kg)
Noise (spin) - dBA
Noise (washing) - dBA
Voltage
FUNCTIONS
6th SENSE Technology
ZenTechnology
PrecisionDose
SoftMove
FreshCare
Number of Programmes
Eco monitor
Eco cotton
Speed 15 '
Cotton
Mixed
Synthetics
Delicates
Wool
Rapid 30'
Colours
Spin
Rinse & Spin
Spin & Drain
Cold wash
Prewash option
Main wash option
Softner option
Hot finish option
Bio stain 15°C option
Heavy soil option
Intensive rinse option
Easy ironing option
Rapid option
Colour 15° option
Clean+
Spin option
Rinse hold option
Tempertaure option
Start/Pause option
Start delay
DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
1

FSCR 90426

FWG 812 84 SBS EG

FWDG9614SBS ZA

9
1400
Silver
A+++
10800L

8
1200
Silver
A+++
11650 L

9 wash 6 Dry
1400
Silver
A
20000

174
A+++
A
Direct Drive
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
86
85
69
49
230-240

177
A+++
A
Sensor Invertor
•
•

1•17 (wash only)
A
A
B
CIM

•
•
•
72
71
79
52
220-240

•
67,5
66
82
56
220-240

•
•
•
•
•
10

•

•

•
FreshCare+
14

•
FreshCare+
14

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
880x640x670
850x595x640

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

870x640x645
845x595x630

890x645x610
850x595x540

Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.
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WASHERS & DRYERS • HELP ME CHOOSE
FEATURES

Capacity (kg)
Spin speed (rpm)
Colour
Washing Class
Estimated water consumption /year
(litres)
Energy consumption (kWh/per annum)
Energy performance
Washing performance
Spin drying performance
Motor type
Digital countdown indicator
Door ready indicator
Service indicator
Filter clogged indicator
Water tap closed indicator
Keyboard child lock
Foam control
Balance control
Weight (gross - Kg)
Weight (nett - Kg)
Noise (spin) - dBA
Noise (washing) - dBA
Voltage
FUNCTIONS
6th SENSE Technology
ZenTechnology
PrecisionDose
SoftMove
FreshCare
Number of Programmes
Eco monitor
Eco cotton
Speed 15 '
Cotton
Mixed
Synthetics
Delicates
Wool
Rapid 30'
Colours
Spin
Rinse & Spin
Spin & Drain
Cold wash
Prewash option
Main wash option
Softner option
Hot finish option
Bio stain 15°C option
Heavy soil option
Intensive rinse option
Easy ironing option
Rapid option
Colour 15° option
Clean+
Spin option
Rinse hold option
Tempertaure option
Start/Pause option
Start delay
DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
1
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Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.

WTL 1600 SL

WTL 1300 SL

3LWTW4815FW

16
660
silver
A
-

13
680
Silver
A
-

10,5
660
White
B
15000

A
B
C
Universal
•

A
B
C
Universal
•

200
B
Universal

•
•

•

68
64
70
60
220-230

•
•
•
53
47
70
60
220-230

62,2
70
55
220-240

N/A

N/A

•

6

6

12

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
Soak
•
•

•
Soak
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Quick

•

•

•

•

1130x745x775
1045x680x710

1080x665x685
990x601x645

Soak
•
•
1162x737x687
914x685x650

WASHERS & DRYERS • HELP ME CHOOSE

1

FEATURES

DSCX 90122

FT CM10 8BS SA

3LWED4830FW

Dryer type
Colour
Capacity (Kg)
Energy consumption (kWh)
Energy efficiency class
Condensation efficiency class
LCD display
Control type
Interior light
Digital countdown indicator
Full tank indicator
Cycle ended indicator
On/Off LED
Anti-crease LED
Drying level LEDs
Clean heat exchanger
Bottle
Bottle capacity
Buzzer
Key lock
Weight (gross - kg)
Weight (nett - kg)
Noise (dBA)
Voltage
FUNCTIONS
6th SENSE Technology
FreshCare
Number of programmes
Cotton
Mixed
Synthetics
Delicates
Big items
Airing
Jeans
Refresh
Silk
Sport
Drying time option
Gentle option
Dryness level option
Eco montior
Reverse tumble action
Adjustable drying temperature
Anti crease
Start delay
Overdry protection
Moisture monitoring system
Drum volume (litre)
DIMENSIONS
Packed Dimensions (HXWXD) mm
Unpacked Dimensions (HXWXD) mm

Condenser
Silver
9
5,27
B
B
•
Touch & dial

Condenser
Silver finish
8
4,74
B
B
•
Touch & dial

Vented
White
10,5
4,5
C
E

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Manual

•
•
•
•

•
•

5
•
•

5
•
•

42
40
68
230

38,5
37
66
220-240

•
FreshCare
10
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FreshCare+
15
•
•
•
•
•

Dial

•
61,23
60
70
220-240

N/A
3

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
121

•
•
•

•
•

120

198

875x640x675
845x566x659

872x655x693
860x595x649

1100x750x780
910x740x710

Always check manual for cut-out dimensions.
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Service
A sense for serenity
Warranty Exceptions

Customer Service
Our Customer service is the link to directly satisfy every
need:
• Product info
• Solution to technical issues
• Practical suggestions
• Information on Customer Assistance
• Authorized technicians
• Reference handbooks
• Catalogue requests
• Information about accessories
• Information on Corporate Assistance

Conditions and damages resulting from any of the following
cases:
• Improper installation, delivery or maintenance (i.e., pump filter
cleaning);
• Any repair, modification, alteration, or adjustment not authorised
by the Manufacturer;
• Misuse, abuse, accidents or unreasonable use;
• Incorrect electric current, voltage or supply;
• Damages due to voltage peaks or lightning;
• Improper settings of any control;
• Product previously repaired by non-authorised Service Partner.
Damage on aesthetic components due to transport and
movement (i.e., dents, scratches) are not covered by warranty.

Duration & Coverage

Aesthetic components (i.e., handles, lamps, glass, plastics).

Whirlpool products carry a full warranty service from the date of
original retail purchase, supported by a qualified and committed
network of Service Partners. Any functional part which fails in normal
home use will be repaired or replaced, after a full assessment has
been carried out by an Authorised Service Partner, free-of-charge
including the part itself and labour costs. Evidence of the purchase
(receipt), Model Number and Serial Number are required to obtain
a free warranty service.

Accessories and glass made optional (i.e., shelves, plates).

WARRANTY PERIOD
South Africa
Botswana
Namibia
Swaziland

2 years
2 years
2 years
2 years

Lesotho
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Mozambique

2 years
1 year
1 year
1 year

Customer
Contact Centre
South Africa:
Botswana:
Namibia:
Swaziland:
Lesotho:
Zambia:
Zimbabwe:

0860 884 401
318 6630/1
061 40 2144
2404 5782
+27 11 663 5355
211 350 380
Please contact the store where
your purchase was made

Light bulbs, water filter, air filter, carbon filter, rubber hoses.

Products used for non-domestic purpose or located in
commercial environment (i.e., restaurants, hotels, hairdressers,
laundry shops, butcher shops and garage).
Installation cost (i.e., water, power and gas connection).
Where a product has been returned due to incorrect
information furnished by the dealer regarding the features
and use of the product.
Assistance or service call to:
• Correct any improper installation;
• Instruct the consumer on proper product usage;
• Transport appliance to the service workshop;
• ”Door reversibility”;
• No failure found (in case of functional failures claimed by the
consumer and not found during technician check, the repair will
be charged to the consumer);
• Periodic maintenance or the cleaning of water filter, pump filter
and air duct filter;
• Removal of transport support or fixation screws;
• Settle of feet and setting of gas nozzles.
Cost of the above-mentioned service call has to be charged to the
consumer.
In no event shall Whirlpool be liable for any consequential, either
direct or indirect, damages whether foreseeable or unforeseeable,
resulting from improper usage or maintenance of the appliance as
well as for any damages consequently to the non-observance of
the appliance’s instruction for use.
After the warranty period, all repairs will be completely charged to
the consumer.

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained in this brochure is correct, Whirlpool cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions. Products offered for sale may differ
from those described or illustrated here and Whirlpool reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Due to printing limitations, colours of appliances illustrated herein cannot be guaranteed to be
accurate and should be used for guidance. If particular features, colours or measurements are important to you, please check with your Whirlpool dealer before purchase and prior to installation,
refer to actual dimension templates supplied with the product.
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